Abstract-In this paper an alternative method for solving multiobjective optimization problems is presented. We are especially concerned with bridging a gap between procedures for obtaining the Pareto-optimal solutions and the "best compromised" preferred solution for the decisionmaker. First, the main concepts ofthe utility approach are briefly reviewed from the point ofview ofmultiobjective systems analysis, and some shortages ofthis approach are examined. Second, a new method which we call the nested Lagrangian multiplier method (or NLM method) is introduced and compared with precedent devices for the utility approach The theoretical background is also scrutinized. Third, the use of the NLM method for environmental systems management in the greater Osaka area is demonstrated, providing an example ofdynamic application ofthis method. Finally, it is recalled that utilization of a mathematical optimization method for integrated plannings would simultaneously provide optimal solutions for allocation as well as evaluation problems, based on duality of mathematical programming. A stress is placed on the utilization of dual optimal solutions as a base of evaluation factors
I. INTRODUCTION E NVIRONMENTAL systems are generally multiobjec-
tive, and to analyze them multicriterion functions will be optimized. However, conventional optimization methods which are exclusively concerned with scalar optimization problems are not suitable for finding unique optimal solutions to multiple criteria problems.
The multiple criteria problems have three difficulties. First, the superior solution for all decision variables in multiple criteria problems generally cannot functions.' Some devices based mainly on the goal programming approach have been the beginning ofthis direction [8] , [5] , [6] . However, in their approaches, proper devices for deriving the overall preference function have been lacking. In their works, the overall preference function is treated as known in advance, and search procedures to maximize this function are only considered. However, the problem is how to derive quantitatively the preference functions which are unknown in advance, and more sophisticated devices for constructing the overall preference function are required. In addition, this process is also under uncertainty, demanding the subjective judgement of the decisionmaker.
Thus, multiobjective optimization problems have two phases: to obtain the Pareto-optimal solutions is an analytical or deterministic phase. To choose the preferred solution among them is ajudgmental or subjective phase. For solving the multicriterion optimization problem these two phases shall be combined tactfully.
In general, a multicriterion optimization problem is considered in the following form: max tf(x),f2(x), ' ft(x) XEX (1) where fi, i = 1, -, m, is a criterion function (or objective function) of an n dimensional decision vector x. x is a constrained set of feasible decision.
In problem (1) m objective functions are usually noncommensurate and in conflict with each other. ' The multicriterion problems generally reflect diversification of values concerning various alternative courses of action. To incorporate these values into the decisionmaking processes is a main aspect of decision problems. This means to amalgamate the individual's preference orderings into an overall preference ordering for the society. This problem shows another difficulty of the multicriterion optimization problem (Arrow [1] , [2] , Sage [26] There are usually no optimal solutions to the multicriterion optimization problem (1). However, a set ofnoninferior solutions x* is defined as follows: there does not exist any x E X such that fr(x) >fr(x*) for some r e J and fk(x) .fk(x*) for all k E J k # r (J is an index set whose elements are {1, 2, ", m}). The main aim of multidimensional optimization methods is to select the preferred solution as the best compromised solution from among the noninferior or Pareto-optimal solutions. Now consider this overall optimization problem (1) [25] , [27] , [14] , [15] . Expression (5) shows the nesting of m subsystems into q subsystems where ui can also be a multiattribute utility function. The nesting procedures can be executed one after another in the objectives hierarchy of the stratified systems.
Values of the overall preference function U is utilized as a criterion for determining preference ordering of the decisionmaker and for seeking the preferred solution from among a set of noninferior solutions or a Pareto-admissible frontier. An ordered numerical set of the preference functions composes a family of the preference indifference counters. However, forms of the preference indifference counters are generally unknown in advance. Thus a device with which the preference functions can be seeked will be provided. objectives decomposition into more stratified subsystems [22] .
At the first layer, mathematical programming is applied to the partitioned subsystems. First, the multiple objectives optimization problem (2) in the overall system is decomposed into single-objective optimization problems: first layer estimnation. For this purpose a preference hierarchy is constructed in two layers corresponding to the objectives decomposition shown in Fig. 1 . Thus the multicriterion optimization problem (2) is converted into the multicriterion decision problem (3) via nested decision problem in multilevel (5) , (4 (5) . The method is described as follows.
First, overall problem (1) is described in the following decomposed form (q < m), instead of (2), in a hierarchical system:
In the subsystems each problem is formulated separately and solved independently, and during these processes an optimal solution to each subproblem (6) is found.
At the second layer, the subsystems (6) are coordinated into an overall system (3): optirnal solutions obtained from the first layer optimnization processes are combined with a weighting method (Fig. 1 Third, the evaluation factor for the component utility function will be defined. Let us consider a mathematical programming formulated in each subsystem j, j = 1, q: max fi(xi) (9) subject to hif(xi) < dii, il=1, i,Jr (10) gi(xi) < bsJ s = Jr + 1, *Jn, (11) wherefi ( 
Jn -Z~AJ(gi(xi) -bs). (12) Thus, using the redefined concept ofthe component utility function, we can get alternative expressions as a dual system for the multicriterion decision problem (4) and (5): max u{u'(xl), u2(x2), ..., uq(xt)} xi e X = max u{ul('I(x1), U2(,2(x2), ... xJ uq(A(xq))I, = max u{u1{ul(A4l(xl)), u2(A2*(x')), * , xi E x uq(A2j(x1))}, U 2 "q+ 1(A2+ I (x2), u7(A22(X2 ))},***.
(14) (15) uM(Amt (-X))I ( 16) where xi is a set of primal optimal solutions and Ai is a set of dual optimal solutions in subproblem j.
The structuring ofredefined problems is depicted in Fig. 3 . 797 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS, VOL. SMC-9, NO. 12, DECEMBER 1979 At the first layer, a set of the Lagrangian multipliers =j(xi) = {Aj(xj)} as well as a set of primal optimal solutions xj(Aj) is derived in solving a mathematical programming for subproblem j, i = 1, ... , J,. At the second layer, the component utility functions u (x) = {uig(xj)}, j= 1 , q, are derived. Then a nesting procedure is executed based on multiattribute utility analysis and multiattribute utility functions are derived in the stratified system. Finally an overall preference function is constructed as an overall multiattribute utility function.
Thus, this method is mainly based on utilizing the Lagrangian multipliers in mathematical programming, transforming them into component utility functions and nesting them into multiattribute utility functions. This is called the nested Lagrangian multiplier (NLM) method [28] , [30] . C Here R is "prefer to" (P) or "indifferent to" (I).
Definition 2 (weak ordering): R on a set Q is weak ordering if and only if transitivity and connectivity are satisfied.
According to Von Neumann and Morgenstern's theorem, Theorem 1 on the preference relation A is derived [20] . This proposition is based on the fact that A is in an equivalence (namely, reflexive, symmetric, and transitive) class of S in Theorem 1 based on our interpretation of the Lagrangian multipliers. Now these concepts are defined [7] .
Definition 3 (equivalence): A binary relation R on Q is an equivalence when it is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. Definition 4: 1) A binary relation R on a set Q is reflexive if SRS for every S E Q.
2) A binary relation R on a set Q is symmetric if SRA -+ ARS for every S, A E Q. Definition 5 (equivalence classes): The two elements A and S of a set Q are in an equivalence class when they are equivalent. If a binary relation R is an equivalence, then R(S) = {A: A E n and ARS} is the equivalence class generated by S.
The equivalence set is a set of the equivalence classes. The basic idea behind deriving the component utility function is shown in Fig. 4 . For the numerical utility, although differences between utilities are numerically measurable, the position of origin and the unit of a numerical scale for the utilities can be decided arbitrarily. This type of scale is called an interval scale. Although our method is on the line ofthe surrogate worth trade-off (SWT) method [9] , [10] and the multiattribute utility function (MUF) method [14] , [15] and has characteristics similar to them, it also has several different properties. Fig. 5 . Constraint (20) is a technical constraint and shows that the total capital-labor ratio cannot exceed its present level. It has been shown that, as a result, constraint (20) is generally inactive. Constraints (21) and (22) (24) where ao= K-and ai = Kki. ki, Ki are scaling constants, and/m-1ki0#1,O<ki<1andKi> -1.
In calculating the scaling constants, the indifference experiments are carried out in terms of the component utility functions (CUF), which allows the experiments to be performed more efficiently than in terms of attributes because numerical ranges of the CUF are already normalized between 0 and 1. Assessed parameters in formulation (24) In addition, by the NLM method the decisionmaker can simultaneously obtain primal optimal solutions when he obtains dual optimal solutions in the first layer. For example, in the environmental management program, an optimal capital (or industrial) reallocation plan is combined with the systems evaluation, as is shown in Fig. 6 . Thus simultaneous determination of the evaluation, derived from dual optimal solutions, and the optimal allocation of resources, derived from primal optimal solutions, are main advantages of the NLM method.
As a result of these solutions, the total capital value of manufacturing industries in Osaka would increase 3. UDA ( 
